Masters

Monetary
and Financial
Economics
in

Open minds
for a better world

Located in the center of Lisbon,
ISEG has a long tradition and
experience in research and teaching
in Economics and in Finance. The
MASTERS IN MONETARY AND
FINANCIAL ECONOMICS is
intended to complement and to
deepen a Bachelor's in Economics
or Finance. Students learn how to
analyse problems in a rigorous and
constructive way, and to use
advanced empirical and theoretical
tools in Economics and Finance.

“The Master’s in Monetary and
Financial Economics was a
valuable experience of my academic
life. The programme itself is organized
in such manner that provides you a
broader knowledge of Economics and
Finance. Since it is mostly a theoretical
programme, it’s challenging and requires
more dedication. In my opinion one of the key
features of the course as an international
student was the outstanding support of the
professors, coordinators and colleagues
during my study.”

7 reasons why
Masters in
Monetary and
Financial Economics
@ISEG Lisbon

MINA KAZEMI

Regulatory Reporting Officer
BNP Paribas
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Prepares senior staff in
monetary and financial
institutions linked to
financing of the economy and
to monetary policy issues.

A successful history of more
than 25 years.

Employers especially
recognize to MEMF
graduates a strong
background in econometrics
and quantitative methods,
competence in
macroeconomics and
monetary economics, and a
large capacity to face new
challenges.

04
Classes with around 1/3
international students.

05
Intermediate step to obtain a
PhD in the areas of
Economics and Finance.
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07

An acceptance rate of around
25% of the applications.

Several peer reviewed journal
publications arising from the
Master dissertations.

study
plan
1

2

3

year 1 · semester 1

year 1 · semester 2

year 2 · semester 1

Econometrics

Foundations of Financial
Economics

Elective Option 3

History of Economic Thought
Macroeconomics
Mathematical Economics
Microeconomics

4
year 2 · semester 2
MSc Final Work (Thesis)

Monetary Policy
Elective Option 1
Elective Option 2

Elective Option 4
Free Option 2
Dissertation (Seminar)

Free Option 1
Elective Options 1&2
-Corporate Finance
-Financial Econometrics
-Finance and Financial Reporting
-Macroeconomics and Monetary
Theory
-Monetary and Financial History
-Experimental Economics:
methods and topics
Elective Options 3&4
-Banking and Insurance
-Financial Mathematics
-Public Finance in the Economic
and Monetary Union
-Derivatives
-International Financial Markets
Free Options
Course units chosen from any
Msc in ISEG as long as the
number of common topics in the
syllabi with other course units in
the Master in MFE or in current
compulsory undergraduate
course units in Economics at ISEG
is not significant.

key
facts
START DATE:
September
SCHEDULE:
Evening Classes
DURATION:
3 semesters of classes
1 semester for the Masters Final Work
LANGUAGE:
English
TUITION FEES:
From within the EU: €5750
From outside the EU: €7000
PROGRAM DIRECTORS:
António Afonso
Maria Rosa Borges
Paula Cristina Albuquerque

10 reasons why
ISEG Lisbon
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ISEG is a School of the
University of Lisbon, a
leading university as
recognized by the selective
Shanghai ranking (ARWU).

As part of the University of
Lisbon, ISEG belongs to
UNITE! – University Network
for Innovation, Technology
and Engineering – a network
that aims to foster
cooperation between higher
education institutions in
Europe.

ISEG is located in downtown
Lisbon, a vibrant,
multi-cultural, cosmopolitan,
and sunny European city.

05
ISEG’s high quality research
centers are engaged in a
diverse array of international
research projects.

08
ISEG Masters’ students and
faculty win awards and
recognition for best case
studies, best dissertation
and research output, and
applied projects.

06
ISEG has a large, diversified,
global network of talented
alumni.

09
ISEG is committed to the
United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
for 2030.

ISEG is accredited by
AACSB, a distinction earned
by only 5% of business
schools in the world.

07
ISEG students are highly
desirable to top employers in
government, private
industry, and higher
education around the world.

10
ISEG students benefit from a
collegiate and open-minded
atmosphere with many
opportunities to interact
with their peers and with
professors.

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS:

MEMBER:

Apply now:
www.iseg.ulisboa.pt/cursos/emf
masters@iseg.ulisboa.pt
(+351) 213 925 900
ISEG
Rua das Francesinhas
1200-675 Lisboa · Portugal

